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Abstract

This paper presents two concurring models for the thermally enhanced

erosion of metals. The modelling particularly deals with the erosion of

beryllium by a helium plasma as an example system. Molecular Dynam-

ics (MD) simulations are used to reduce the number of free parameters

in the models. A model of sublimation of ad-atoms created during ion

impact was earlier proposed as an explanation of thermally enhanced ero-

sion. Using MD calculations the parameter space for this model was

reduced to a single free parameter, the areal surface defect density δDef .

Using the reduced parameter space a very low δDef has to be assumed

in order to reproduce the experimental observations. Therefore a new

model is proposed here that is very similar to the ad-atom model but is

based on a different mechanism to create weakly bonded surface atoms.

The paper shows that inclusion of He atoms during exposure to high flux

(1022 m−2s−1) of low energy He (50 eV) leads to the formation of weakly

bonded atoms in the surface. The comparison of both models with exper-

imental data and their applicability to other projectile/target systems is

discussed.
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1 Introduction

The sputtering of materials by energetic projectiles is a process that has been

studied extensively both experimentally [1] and through computer simulations

[2] since the fundamental works of Nils Bohr [3] in 1948. Sputtering by parti-

cle impact plays an important role in a variety of scientific fields ranging from

semiconductor surface processing to plasma wall interaction in magnetic fusion

confinement devices.

The currently accepted picture of surface erosion through energetic particle

bombardment is that the total erosion rate is given by the sum of the physical

sputtering rate and the sublimation rate of the material. The theory of physi-

cal sputtering is well understood [4] and most importantly the sputtering yield

does not depend on the surface temperature. The sublimation rates are readily

available for most elements and depend only on the temperature and not on

the particle flux. Thus applying this current picture one would expect the total

erosion rate to be constant at low temperatures, purely determined by the phys-

ical sputtering rate. At high temperatures where the sublimation rate becomes

comparable to the physical sputtering rate, one would expect an exponential

increase with temperature, purely governed by the material sublimation rate.

However, already nearly 20 years ago it was found [5, 6] that graphite, if exposed

to keV noble gas or D ions, exhibits an exponential increase with temperature at

1100 K which could not be explained by normal sublimation of graphite which is

still negligible at 1100 K. This effect was called radiation enhanced sublimation

(RES). The explanation [7] of RES is based on the formation and sublimation

of C interstitials through energetic particle impact. These interstitials once gen-

erated are very mobile and can diffuse to the surface at elevated temperatures

where they sublime easily due to their low surface binding energy.

As pointed out in [8] a similar effect was found in recent experiments during

exposure of metals (some in liquid state) to a high flux low energy particle flux

from a plasma. The model explanation given in [8] was that surface atoms were

raised on top of the surface due to the energetic particle impact resulting weakly
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bonded ad-atoms that would sublime at lower temperatures as the normal sur-

face atoms. This model not only explained the experimental observations but

also why so far thermally enhanced erosion of metals was not found during ion

beam experiments. The reason for that is that in an ion beam experiment the

particle fluxes are four orders of magnitude lower than in a plasma experiment.

Thus the ad-atom creation rate is also lower by four orders of magnitude. Thus

it does not contribute significantly to the erosion flux. Therefore erosion in

ion beam experiments is dominated by conventional sublimation at elevated

temperatures. While the ad-atom model was very successful in explaining the

experimental data a question remained: Is the lifetime of these ad-atoms long

enough to sublime or do they recombine with surface defects long before they

sublimate? To answer this question an analytical expression for the erosion

yield was derived. Then estimates for the parameters in this analytical expres-

sion were obtained from molecular dynamics calculations. This procedure left

the areal surface defect density δDef as the only free parameter. The model was

then fitted to experimental data for the thermally enhanced erosion of Be by a

He plasma using δDef as a free parameter.

Since the required δDef turned out to be very low for a realistic target surface a

different model is also discussed in this paper. It is very similar to the ad-atom

model but is based on a different mechanism to weaken the surface binding

energy. This ”Inclusion” model is based on the formation of weakly bonded

surface atoms due to inclusion of the implanted species below the surface. After

developing an analytical expression for the erosion yield and obtaining estimates

for all free parameters from MD calculations the ”Inclusion” model reproduced

the experimental data without free parameters.

The paper shows the derivation of the analytical expressions for the erosion

yields for both models and how the free parameters were estimated from MD

calculations. Then, using the calculated parameters, it will be discussed how

the models can be fitted to experimental data and whether or not the required

values for the remaining free parameters are of reasonable order of magnitude.
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2 Experimental observations

In Fig. 1 the erosion yield as a function of temperature is shown for a solid Be

target exposed to D and He plasmas respectively as measured in the PISCES-B

experiment. The sample was biased to -50 V in both cases. The erosion yield

was calculated by first subtracting the conventional sublimation flux from the

spectroscopically measured Be flux off the sample and then dividing the result

by the incident flux from Langmuir probe measurements. The details of the

experiment and the PISCES-B setup can be found in [8]. For both D and He

plasmas the erosion yield increases exponentially for temperatures above 1100

K. The relative increase in the erosion flux from the physical sputtering base

level measured at low temperatures ¿ 1100 K is approximately a factor 30 in

both cases.

3 Analytical models

To compare the models to the experimental data in Fig. 1 analytical expression

are required for the total Be erosion yield YBe at/ion. The principal terms for

YBe are the same for both models and can be summarized in equation 1:

YBe = Y Phys
Be +

1
Γ

(
ΦSub(T ) + ΦDef

Sub (T )
)

(1)

Y Phys
Be = physical erosion yield

Γ = incident flux m−2s−1

ΦSub(T ) = normal sublimation fluxm−2s−1

ΦDef
Sub (T ) = sublimation flux due to weakly

bonded surface defects m−2s−1

The Be sputter yield Y Phys
Be = 0.02 was calculated using the Binary Collision Ap-

proximation (BCA) Monte Carlo code TRIDYN [9]. Since in PISCES-B the ion

temperature (≈ 3 eV) is much smaller than the bias voltage, a mono-energetic

beam of 50eV 4He incident normal to the Be target surface was assumed in the
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TRIDYN calculation. The sublimation fluxes Φ(T ) as a function of temperature

T in equation 1 can be calculated from equation 2:

ΦSub = δ ξ(T ) (2)

ξ(T ) = ξ0 e
− EB

kB T s−1 (3)

δ = areal density

of sublimating species m−2

ξ0 = exponential pre-factor s−1

EB = surface binding energy

of sublimating species eV

The parameters ξ0 and EB were calculated from a fit to sublimation fluxes from

[10] using the areal density of Be (2.5 · 1022 m−2) for δ.

The two models only differ in the ΦDef
Sub term which depends on the areal density

of the respective weakly bonded surface defect and its sublimation rate which

in turn is mainly governed by the defect’s reduced surface binding energy EB .

For the ad-atom model the areal density of ad-atoms in equilibrium can be

calculated from the following rate equation

dδAd

dt
= Γ γ − ξRec δAd − ξSub,A δAd (4)

δAd = areal density of ad-atoms m−2

γ = ad-atom yield

ξRec = ad-atom recombination rate s−1

ξSub,A = ad-atom sublimation rate s−1

In equilibrium dδAd

dt ≡ 0 and thus δAd can be calculated from equation 5:

δAd =
Γ γ

ξRec + ξSub,A
(5)
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and the sublimation flux of ad-atoms ΦDef
Sub,A evaluates to

ΦDef
Sub,A = δAd ξSub,A

= ξSub,A
Γ γ

ξRec + ξSub,A
(6)

The ad-atom sublimation rate ξSub,A in equation 6 can be calculated from equa-

tion 3 using the smaller surface binding energy EB,A of the ad-atoms. To calcu-

late the ad-atom recombination rate ξRec in equation 6 the model assumes that

recombination happens primarily at surface steps where no activation energy

for the recombination process is necessary. The ad-atom recombination rate

depends on how quickly they diffuse to on the surface and the average distance

between defects. Given the diffusion coefficient D(T) the distance ∆x an ad-

atom travels on average during its lifetime τ = 1
ξRec

can be calculated from the

Einstein relation

∆x =
√

4Dτ (7)

D(T ) = D0 e
−ED
kBT (8)

D0 = exponential pre-factor cm2s−1

ED = activation energy

for surface diffusion eV

If ∆x is equal to the mean distance between two recombination sites described

by the areal defect density δDef the ad-atom is assumed to recombine and not

contribute to the temperature dependent erosion. This can be written as

√
4Dτ =

√
1

δDef
(9)

and thus ξRec becomes

ξRec = 4DδDef (10)
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Inserting equations 10 and 3 into equation 6 one obtains for the sublimation

flux of ad-atoms:

ΦDef
Sub,A(Γ, T, δDef ) =

Γ γ

4 δDef D0 e
−ED
kBT

ξ0 e
−

EB,A
kB T

+ 1

(11)

From the parameters in equation 11 only Γ, T and δDef remain the rest

γ, EB,A, D0 and ED are estimated from MD calculations. Further the Flux

Γ and the temperature T are known from experiment leaving δDef as the only

free parameter to be used for fitting the model to the experimental data in Fig.

1.

The second model considered here, is the inclusion model. It is based on the

idea that energetic particles as they are implanted into the crystal lattice of the

target reduce the binding energy through shielding and distorting the lattice.

In particular if they are implanted at interstitial positions close to the surface

they lower the binding energy of the surface atoms. To calculate the defect

sublimation flux for the inclusion model the number of surface atoms with a

weakened surface binding energy has to be calculated. In the case of Be erosion

by a He plasma He is implanted and then diffuses into the Be target bulk and

also towards and out of the surface. Hence in equilibrium there will always be

a certain subsurface He concentration depending on the ratio of the incident He

flux to the out-diffusion of He from the Be target as formulated based on Fick’s

first law in equation 12:

ρD(T )
∂CHe(x, t)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=0

≡ (1− r) Γ (12)

ρ = Be density m−3

CHe(x, t) = He concentration

r = He reflection rate

D(T ) = He in Be

bulk diffusion
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The surface concentration of He at a depth equal to the lattice constant a of Be

can be written as a Taylor expansion to first order

CHe(x = a, t) = CHe(0, t) +
∂CHe(x, t)

∂x
a (13)

Due to the inert nature of He each He atom that diffuses to the surface desorbs

and thus the surface can be treated as an infinite sink for He. This can be

described by a surface boundary condition in the diffusion equation

CHe(0, t) ≡ 0 (14)

Using the concentration gradient from equation 12 and the surface He concen-

tration from equation 14 in equation 13 the He subsurface concentration can be

written as

CHe(x = a, t) =
(1− r) Γ
ρ D(T )

a (15)

Based on the sub-surface He concentration in equilibrium, the number weakened

bonds ν per subsurface He and the reduced binding energy EB,I of the weakened

bonds, the defect sublimation flux can be written as

ΦDef
Sub,A(Γ, T ) =

(1− r) Γ
ρD(T )

a ν δBe ξ0 e
−EB,I

kB T (16)

δBe = areal density of Be m−3

From the unknown parameters in equation 16, D(T) will be taken from literature

data [11], r for 50 eV He on Be will be calculated using TRIDYN, ν and EB,I

will be estimated from MD-calculations and Γ and T are taken from experiment.

Thus no free parameters remain in the inclusion model to fit to the experimental

data.
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4 Molecular dynamics simulations

The aim of the MD calculations presented here is to obtain reasonable estimates

for the input parameters of the above models to decide whether or not they can

reproduce the experimental data with a reasonable set of input parameters.

The code used for the molecular dynamics calculations was newly developed

for the simulation of impact phenomena during bombardment of solid state

surfaces with energetic particles. It was written in C++ and runs either on

single CPU environments or on massive multiprocessor environments. The latter

version was parallelized using the MPI standard. It can handle amorphous or

crystalline solids, 2D or 3D periodic boundary conditions and can thus also

simulate free surfaces. It supports three different types of temperature control:

Simple velocity scaling and coupling to Gaussian [12] or Nose-Hoover [13, 14]

type heat baths. The equations of motion are solved using Beemans equations

[15] resulting in an O(δ4) accuracy in position and O(δ3) in velocities. It applies

a combination of linked cell and binary space partitioning approach to speed up

nearest neighbor search. The use of a binary space partitioning tree allows to

quickly cull large portions of the simulation volume which are outside the current

potential cutoff resulting in a significant speed increase. For the simulation of

energetic particle impact the system can also dynamically adjust the MD time

step such that the distance travelled by fastest particle does not exceed a given

threshold.

The potentials used in calculations presented here were chosen according to the

processes of interest. For the calculation of the ad-atom yield γ the important

process to simulate was the collision cascade initiated by the impinging energetic

particles. Therefore potentials were chosen that modelled the repulsive, high

energy part of the Be-Be [16] and He-Be [17] interaction well. For the simulation

of processes occurring at thermal energies as the ad-atom surface diffusion and

subsurface He inclusion, a Finnis-Sinclair type [18] many body potential was

used for the Be-Be [19] interaction and a Born-Mayer type potential for the He-

Be [20] interaction. For the calculations presented here a Be crystal was used.
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The parameters of the unit cell used to construct the Be crystal were: a1 =

0.22858 nm, a2 = 0.22858 nm, a3 = 0.35843 and ]a1, a2 = 120◦, ]a1, a3 = 90◦,

]a2, a3 = 90◦. The unit cell contained two atoms: one at the origin and one at

the ( 1
3 a1,

2
3 a2,

1
2 a3) position. A simulation cell containing 11x11x11 unit cells

with an open surface in the 〈001〉 direction was used. For the calculation of the

ad-atom yield as a function of temperature the impact of 128 4He atoms at 50 eV

were simulated at 300, 700, 1173 and 1500 K temperature of the Be simulation

cell. The angle of incidence was chosen to be 20◦ from the surface normal to

avoid channeling of the incident 4He. Prior to the impact of each 4He the system

temperature was equilibrated during 103 steps. While simulating the impact

temperature control was turned off. Therefore, the system temperature after

the impact, once the system had thermalized, was increased by ≤ 20%. From

these calculations the sputter, reflection and ad-atom yield were determined.

A simulation cell containing 16x16x5 unit cells with an open surface in the 〈001〉
direction and a single ad-atom on the free surface were used for the calculation

of the ad-atom diffusion coefficient. Prior to each diffusion measurement the

surface temperature was stabilized at the corresponding temperature during

104 MD-steps of 2 fs each. Then the brownian motion of the ad-atom was

followed for 105 MD-steps of 2 fs each at 300, 700, 1173 and 1500K. The surface

diffusion coefficient was then determined from the mean square displacement of

the ad-atom as in equation 17

D =

〈
(r(t)− r(0))2

〉

4 t
(17)

The average in equation 17 is a time average over all possible time origins.

From these calculations also the ad-atom surface binding energy was deduced

by averaging the binding energy of the ad-atom over the 105 MD-steps that

were performed.

To calculate the effect of subsurface He atoms for the inclusion model a Be

surface was prepared with He atoms in between the first and second atomic layer.
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The subsurface He atoms were located at unit cell positions that were chosen

according to the equilibrium locations of the He atoms implanted during the ad-

atom yield calculations. According to the He in Be bulk diffusion coefficient from

[11] an equilibrium subsurface He concentration in order of 1 % is calculated

from 15 for an incident flux of Γ = 3 · 1022 m−2s−1. Therefore collective effects

(He-He interaction, clustering etc.) are neglected in the models and also in

the MD calculations. To determine the reduced binding energy the system was

monitored for 103 MD-steps of 2 fs at 300 K Be crystal bulk temperature. Then

the binding energies of the atoms in the first atomic layer were averaged over

these 103 MD-steps. From these averaged binding energies the surface atoms

with a reduced binding energy were identified to obtain ν. The reduced binding

energy EB,I was then calculated by taking the average reduced binding energy

of the ν surface atoms affected by a single subsurface He inclusion.

5 Results and Discussion

In Fig. 2 ad-atom, sputter and reflection yields as a function of temperature

are shown for the impact of 50 eV 4He on a Be 〈001〉 surface. Also shown for

comparison are the sputter and reflection yields calculated using TRIDYN. The

sputter and and reflection yields are constant with temperature and compare

well to the TRIDYN results. The ad-atom yield is approximately an order of

magnitude larger than the sputter yield. The ad-atom yield is not constant with

temperature. It approximately doubles at ≈ 800 K and saturates at ≈ 1200 K.

The current working hypothesis to explain this effect is that an activation energy

barrier is overcome at 800 K which results in the observed increase. At higher

temperatures the prompt recombination (i.e recombining with bulk material

during the duration of the collision cascade) of the created ad-atoms increases,

resulting in the saturation of the ad-atom yield.

Fig. 3 shows the calculated surface diffusion coefficient for the Be ad-atoms.

Also shown is an arrhenius fit to the data as required in equation 8. The ad-

atom surface diffusion coefficient is of the order of 10−5 to 10−4 cm2s−1 which
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is a reasonable order of magnitude for self-diffusion on metal surfaces.

The calculated surface binding energies of the atoms in the first atomic layer of

a Be surface with subsurface He atoms are shown in Fig. 4. The large white

circles represent the subsurface He atoms and the small black squares the Be

atoms in first atomic layer. The gray scale indicates their surface binding en-

ergy in eV. The He atoms are situated at lattice positions identified as their

equilibrium positions during the He implantation experiments. Each He atom

affects ν = 3 surface atoms reducing their binding energy on average to ≈ −2.4

eV. The influence of each subsurface He atom is sufficiently localized so that

there are no cumulative effects on the binding energy of the surface Be atoms.

Based on the calculated input parameters for the ad-atom and inclusion model

the analytical expressions from section 3 can be compared to the experimental

data in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the ad-atom model (equation

11 inserted as ΦDef
Sub (T ) into equation 1) with the He-plasma experimental data

in Fig. 1. To calculate the graphs in Fig. 5 the following input parameters

were used: γ = 0.5, EB,A = 2.3 eV, D0 = 3 · 10−3 cm2s−1 and ED = 0.24

eV were taken from the MD calculations. Γ = 3 · 1022 m−2s−1 and the surface

temperature were taken from the experiment. The remaining free parameter

(the areal defect density δDef ) was adjusted to give the best fit to the experi-

mental data. The best fit to the experimental data required δDef ≈ 1012 m−2

which corresponds to a required mean distance between two recombination sites

of several 1000 lattice spacings. Having such a perfect surface on a non-polished

Be target exposed to a He plasma is rather unlikely. On a realistic surface the

ad-atoms diffuse to, and recombine with surface defects too fast as to sublimate

in sufficient quantities to explain the effect. Therefore ad-atoms are less likely to

be the weakly bonded, sublimating surface defect, responsible for the observed

increase in the erosion yield.

For the case of He bombardment no free parameters remain to fit the inclusion

model (equation 16 inserted as ΦDef
Sub (T ) into equation 1) to the data in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 6 the comparison of the inclusion model with the He-plasma experimen-

tal data in Fig. 1 is depicted using the following input parameters: ν = 3 and
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EB,I = 2.4 eV were taken from the MD calculations. The reflection coefficient

r = 0.1 was taken from a TRIDYN calculation of 50eV He on Be at perpendic-

ular angle of incidence. Γ = 3 · 1022 m−2s−1 and the surface temperature were

taken from the experiment. The diffusion coefficient of He in Be was taken from

[11] and is of the order of 10−11 cm2s−1 in the temperature range where the

thermally enhanced erosion takes place. The inclusion model reproduces the

experimental data very well without free parameters. The subsurface He con-

centration calculated from equation 15 is in the order of 1%. The subsurface He

concentration in equilibrium is why this effect cannot be found in low flux ion

beam experiments. For lower incident fluxes the subsurface He concentration is

basically zero because the out-diffusion of He overcompensates the low incident

flux in an ion beam experiment.

Since there are basically no weakly bonded surface atoms, due to the lack

of subsurface He atoms, the sublimation rate of weakly bonded surface atoms

is now orders of magnitude lower than the normal sublimation rate. Thus the

effect cannot be observed at low fluences.

While the He inclusion model very well reproduces the data for He bombardment

of Be the question remains, if it can be extended to other projectile/target

combinations: for instance the D-plasma data set in Fig. 1. It appears that

D results in a weaker temperature dependence of the erosion yield. This can

be understood qualitatively using the inclusion model. D has a much higher

out-diffusion rate than He resulting in less subsurface D. Also due to the partly

attractive interaction potential between D and Be [17] one would expect that

subsurface D results in a smaller reduction in binding energy of surface atoms

compared to He. These two differences between D and He should result in a

weaker temperature increase of the erosion for the D plasma case.

6 Conclusions

Recent experiments show that the erosion rate of metals under high flux low

energy particle bombardment exhibits a strong temperature dependence. Using
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the specific example of Be bombardment by He from a He plasma two, analyt-

ical models, the ad-atom and He inclusion model, were compared. Generally

the intensity of thermally enhanced erosion depends on the interplay of defect

production due the high flux particle bombardment and the annealing rate of

these defects. The two proposed models are very similar their explanation of

the effect. Both rely on the formation and subsequent sublimation of weakly

bonded surface defects. In both models these defects are only created in suf-

ficient quantities during bombardment at high particle fluxes due to the fast

annealing time scales in metals.

After narrowing down the number of free parameters using MD calculations

the ad-atom model has to assume an unrealistically low value for the remaining

free parameter (the areal surface defect density) to explain the experimental

observations. The recombination rate of the ad-atoms is too high on a realistic

surface, making it a less likely explanation. However the contributions from

ad-atom sublimation could become significant for cases where the surface diffu-

sion is lower such that the life time of the ad-atoms becomes long enough. This

could be the case for heavier substrates like Au or W.

The He-inclusion model is able reproduce the experimental data without free pa-

rameters using the result of the MD calculations. It can in principle be extended

to other projectile/target combinations since the implantation of inter-layer,

sub-surface atoms usually weakens the binding energy of the surface atoms.

To conclude that the inter-layer, sub surface inclusion of the incident species

is in fact responsible for the observed enhancements in erosion, the inclusion

model has to be applied to other systems which is currently hampered by the

number of available interaction potentials for the MD calculations.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1
Temperature dependent erosion yield of Be for exposure to a D or He plasma [8]

Fig. 2
Ad-atom, sputter and reflection yield as a function of temperature for the
bombardment Be with 50eV 4He as calculated by MD and TRIDYN

Fig. 3
Surface diffusion coefficient of Be ad-atoms on a Be 〈001〉 surface

Fig. 4
Effect of subsurface He atoms on the binding energy of surface atoms

Fig. 5
Comparison of the ad-atom model to the He-plasma experimental data

Fig. 6
Comparison of the He inclusion model to the He-plasma experimental data
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Figure 3:
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Figure 6:
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